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JURY DECISION

IE ARCHITECTURE+ PRIZE for anyone who currently holds a bachelor or master degree in architecture,
design or a related fields, who graduated between 2010 and 2020, and who were ranked in the top 25% of
their class are eligible to compete for the competition.

JURY.
The IE ARCHITECTURE+ PRIZE design competition has been selected by the following Jury members:

Antoinette Nassopoulos; Senior Partner and Design Team leader in Foster + Partners
Mun Summ Wong; Founding Director in WOHA Architects
Lina Ghotmeh; Principal in Lina Ghotmeh - Architecture
Jerónimo van Schendel; Director of the Master in Business for Architecture and Design

JURY DECISION.
The Jury of the IE ARCHITECTURE+ PRIZE has been positively impacted with the number of participants in
the competition, that reached its highest level in history, confirming the dynamism and talent of the global
architectural community. This edition also demonstrates robust interest for the intersection of Business,
Entrepreneurship and Innovation applied to Architecture, and for the reflection about how to push the
boundaries of our realm and contribute to the future role of architects in society, all of which conforms the core
mission of the Master in Business for Architecture and Design at IE.
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The competition entries have been evaluated considering the quality of the architectural projects, the
motivation letters stating the vision of candidates about the potential of business expertise in architecture, and
the professional profile of applicants. The jury has assessed the entries considering a global and professional
context and future that demand a more impactful, more balanced and more ample understanding of the
architectural profession, to affect positive change.

The competition awardees correspond to individuals that have demonstrated, through their projects,
professional profiles and written reflections, that they deeply understand the value and potential of architecture
to transform our environment positively for everyone, with an efficient balance between formal, material, social
and economic resources, hence potentially rendering valuable services to society.

We encourage all participants to continue engaging with IE and stay tuned for upcoming or live competitions.
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.WINNERS.

FIRST PRIZE
IEAP 1525
Danielle Khoury Gregorio
University of São Paulo
(Brasil)

SECOND PRIZES
IEAP 1527
Silvia Domene
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia
(España)

IEAP 1480
Anna Ilyuchshenko
University of Nürtingen-Geislingen
(Germany)

HONOURABLE MENTIONS.
IEAP 1524
Raquel Khoury Gregorio
Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie
(Brasil)

IEAP 1383
Siddharth Khakhar
University of Hong Kong
(India)

IEAP 1521
Víctor Pérez
Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena
(España)
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IEAP 1470
Noura Fakher
Notre Dame University
(Lebanon)

IEAP 1447
Zarui Martirosyan
PBSA Düsseldorf
(Germany)

.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
The IE ARCHITECTURE+ PRIZE organization would like to thank all participants for their efforts and
dedication and congratulate them on the quality of their projects.

We also want to thank the Jury members for their cooperation and dedication.
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